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Abstract  

Silica (SBA-15) supported vanadium oxide was used for a kinetic study of the oxidative dehydrogenation of propane in a fixed bed reactor. Prior 

to this study, spectroscopic characterization using a variety of techniques such as FTIR spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy, DR UV-Vis spectros-

copy and X-ray Phototelectron Spectroscopy revealed the absence of bulk vanadia and a high dispersion of active surface sites for the investi-

gated catalyst. The kinetic data evaluation was based on a formal kinetic approach. Calorimetric measurements were used to determine the heat of 

adsorption of propane on the catalyst. The data indicate that the primary combustion of propane is negligible. Reaction orders of one for the pro-

pane dehydrogenation and propene combustion indicate the participation of these species in the respective rate determining step. The zero reac-

tion order determined for the catalyst reoxidation reveals a participation of lattice oxygen in this reaction step. Higher activation energies of 

propane dehydrogenation as compared to the propene combustion indicate the participation of the weaker allylic C-H bond of propene in the rate 

determining step of the propene combustion. This results in higher propene selectivites at elevated temperatures. Kinetic parameters, including 

apparent and real activation energies and the equilibrium constant of the propane adsorption allowed for a comparison with theoretical predictions 

and show a good agreement.  
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1. Introduction  

 

Kinetic modelling is a powerful tool to elucidate 

reaction mechanisms in catalytic reactions. The resulting 

estimated kinetic parameters can also be used to experi-

mentally verify theoretical DFT calculations. An interesting 

reaction for kinetic modelling is the oxidative dehydroge-

nation of propane (ODP) on supported vanadia catalysts [1-

3]. Besides a great effort to describe these catalysts structu-

rally [4-6] many studies tried to elucidate kinetics and me-

chanism of ODP [7-9]. A great disadvantage of all these 

studies is the lacking connection between kinetics and ana-

lytical characterisation, the so called structure-reactivity 

relationship. Without such information no substantial im-

provement of the catalysts for ODP will be possible, pro-

viding the basis of an industrial application of this reaction. 

Furthermore, in many studies mass and heat transfer limita-

tions have not been excluded carefully, making the pro-

vided kinetic data unreliable. Also the presence of bulk 

V2O5 on the catalyst surface, which leads to unselective 

side reactions, could not be excluded in many cases. The 

aim of this study is to fill some of the mentioned gaps. For 

this sake, a silica (SBA-15) supported vanadia catalyst was 

chosen to investigate the kinetics of ODP. The chosen cata-

lyst has already been characterized in previous studies [10-

12]. These studies also take into account the influence of 

water on the dispersion of surface vanadium sites and de-
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scribe the redoxbehaviour of this catalyst via molecule 

probing in detail. Some studies found in the literature are 

based on a Mars-van-Krevelen approach [13-15]. However, 

in case of a fast reoxidation of the catalyst during the reac-

tion this model can be simplified to a simple power law 

approach as it was chosen for this study. One key aspect of 

this work is the use of a silica supported model catalyst for 

a comparison of parameters like the activation energy and 

turn over frequencies (TOF) with parameters determined by 

quantum mechanical calculations [16, 17], which were 

mainly done for silica supported vanadia clusters. The gen-

eral reaction network for ODP on which the kinetic model-

ling in this work is based, is depicted in Fig. 1. A parallel, 

as well as a consecutive reaction are involved in the overall 

network. Propene is the desired product, whereas carbon 

oxides are generated via parallel combustion of propane or 

by secondary combustion of alkenes. The oxidation of CO 

towards CO2 is rather slow and can usually be neglected 

[18]. 

 

 

 

Fig.1: Simplified reaction network of ODP. 

 

 

2. Experimental 

 

2.1. Catalyst Preparation 

 

Silica SBA-15 was synthesized according to the literature 

[19]. Vanadium was incorporated via a multistep grafting - 

ion exchange procedure [11]. In the first step 6.4 ml of 3- 

aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (APTMS, Aldrich) was add-

ed to a stirred suspension of 2.5 g SBA-15 in 100 ml tolu-

ene and kept stirring for 12 h at 65°C. Afterwards the 

suspension was filtered and washed with toluene to remove 

all free amine. In the second step the obtained dry powder 

was stirred in 150 ml of 0.3 M HCl for 12 h at room tem-

perature. Subsequently it was filtered and washed with 

distilled water and dried at 110°C over night. In the third 

step the functionalized SBA-15 (2 g) was stirred in 60 ml 

water and 146 mg butylammonium decavanadate 

([BuNH3]6V10O28, synthesized according to the literature 

[20]) was added and stirred for 12 h at room temperature. 

The yellow content was filtered, washed and finally cal-

cined for 12 h at 550°C in air. The resulting content of 

vanadium was 2.7 wt%. The sample is further denoted as 

V-SBA-15. 

 

 

2.2. Calorimetric Measurements 

 

For calorimetric measurements, a Calvet calorimeter 

(MS70 SETARAM) has been combined with a house-

designed high vacuum system, which enables the dosage of 

probe molecules within a range of 0.02 μmol. The pressure-

controlled dosing systems allows for the detection of ad-

sorbed amounts of molecules (adsorption isotherm) as well 

as differential heat of adsorption and gives the possibility to 

elucidate the distribution of the adsorption sites along the 

range of adsorption heats [21]. 

The samples were pretreated and activated under 

mild conditions to minimize thermal and mechanical stress. 

All samples were pressed under low pressures (125 MPa; 

V-SBA-15 nearly stable up to 376 MPa [22], decrease of 

surface area (10 %) of SBA-15 beyond 296 MPa [23]) and 

cut into small pellets , which were sieved to a diameter of 

0.4 to 0.6 mm due to ultra high vacuum (UHV) conditions. 

The activation was conducted separately in the calorimetric 

cell connected to a turbomolecular-pump (Balzers). The 

activation was performed for 17 h at 373 K. The final pres-

sure in the degassed cell was 10-6 mbar. The cell was 

cooled down to 313 K, placed inside the calorimeter and 

connected to the micro calorimetric gas-adsorption system, 

subsequently. Propane 3.5 (Messer Griesheim) was dosed 

stepwise. Pressures (mbar), adsorption temperatures (°C) 

and the heat signals (V) were recorded. 

 

 

2.3 Catalytic measurements 

 

Experimental runs were carried out at temperatures 

between 673 and 773 K using u-shaped fixed bed quartz 

reactors at atmospheric pressure. For the measurements, 

catalyst sample amounts between 200 - 900 mg were por-

tioned to the reactor. Using synthetic air as oxygen source, 

propane and oxygen were fed in the ratio 1:1 (C3H8/O2/N2 

= 16.9/16.9/67.5), 2:1 (C3H8/O2/N2 = 29.1/14.5/56.4) and 

4:1 (C3H8/O2/N2 = 45/11.3/45) with a gas hourly space 

velocity (GHSV) of 6.6 102 – 6.6 103 h-1. The propane con-

version was kept below 10 %, which enables isothermal 

and differential conditions. Mass transfer limitations were 

avoided by working with particle sizes of 200 to 300 μm. 

This is described in more details elsewhere [24]. In addi-

tion, to check for diffusional limitations the Weisz modulus 

Ψ’ considering propane as the limiting reactant was esti-

mated. The Weisz modulus describes the ratio of reaction 

rate to reactant diffusion rate and is defined by eq. 1 

 

 

 

L :     Characteristic length of catalyst particle   = 10-4 m 

m :     Reaction order of propane                        = 1 

reff :   Measured reaction rate            = 6x10-3 mol s-1 kg-1 

ρ :     Catalyst density                       = 2x103 kg m-³ 
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Deff : Effective diffusivity                = 10-5 m²∙ s-1 

c :     Concentration                          = 8 mol m-³ 

With an effective rate of 6x10-3 mol s-1kg-1 estimated for 

500 °C, 10 % propane conversion and the data given above 

a Weisz modulus of 0.15 is calculated indicating that the 

reaction proceeds much slower than the propane diffusion 

and no mass transfer limitation needs to be considered at 

500 °C or lower temperatures. 

Concentrations of the individual components were 

calculated from a GC analysis of the product gas and ex-

pressed in mol m-3. 

 

 

2.7. Parameter determination 

 

Propane conversion X and propene selectivity S as 

functions of the respective concentration ci were calculated 

from eqs. (2) and (3) 

 

 
 

Initial reaction rates at low propane conversions were cal-

culated according to eq. 4 

 

 

                                            (4) 

 

 

with 

r0 being the initial reaction rate, c0 the respective initial 

reactant concentration and τ the modified residence time 

calculated from catalyst mass and gas flow rate mcat/F. The 

ODP reaction is a complex reaction network containing 

essentially the following parallel and consecutive reactions 

[25, 26]: 

 

 

 
 

Homogeneous contributions to this reaction scheme were 

observed only at temperatures above 773 K 

 

 

 

 

Simplifications for eqs (A) – (E) are the following: The 

conversion/selectivity-trajectories presented in Fig. 2 have 

an extrapolated intercept at nearly 100 % propene selectivi-

ty, indicating that primary propane combustion (B) can be 

neglected in this case (i) and (ii) the ratio of CO and CO2 

was nearly constant at a value of 1.5, independent from the 

propane conversion. This indicates a slow CO oxidation to 

CO2 and the reaction scheme simplifies to: 

 

 
 

Elimination of the catalytic species results in the stoichi-

ometric equations for the stable 

compound, eq. 5 and 6: 

 

 
 

Please note that eqs. (A) – (E) are based on the fol-

lowing assumption: One catalytic turn over leads to a re-

duction of vanadium (+5) to vanadium (+3). The 

assumption was made despite DFT calculations for silica 

supported vanadium oxide and bare V2O5 [16, 17] predict-

ing a lower activation barrier for reaction pathways only 

including a vanadium oxidation state of (+4). However, 

such mechanisms would not change the stoichiometry of 

eq. 5 and 6. Furthermore, reaction pathways including va-

nadium (+III) as short lived species could experimentally 

not be thoroughly excluded so far. 

The material balances for the stable reactants and 

products in the applied tube reactor is given by 

 

 

 

Rate expressions for ODH and consecutive propene com-

bustion r1 and r2, respectively, are: 
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The rate constants k1,eff and k2,eff are effective rate 

constants combining the rate constants of the reaction (A) 

and (C1) with the binding constant of the substrates and the 

catalyst concentration. The dependence of the rate on the 

concentration of the hydrocarbon and oxygen is expressed 

in a power law expression, because the exact interaction of 

the hydrocarbon with the catalyst as well as the coupling of 

reaction E with A and C is not yet known. Numerical inte-

gration for data evaluation was done by using “Athena 

Visual Studio” Version 11.0 which uses the least square 

method for fitting. 

For the determination of the equilibrium constants 

for the propane adsorption on V-SBA-15 a Langmuir equa-

tion was fitted a set of experimental data. The Langmuir 

isotherm is given in eq. (12): 

 

 

                                                (12) 

 

 

with N the number of adsorbed molecules, N0 the number 

of molecules for a monolayer coverage of the sample, p the 

pressure and K the equilibrium adsorption constant. 

 

 

                                    (13) 

 

 

with ΔH the heat of adsorption. 

 

 

3. Results 

 

The grafting - ion exchange procedure used for the 

incorporation of vanadium into the porous silica matrix 

results in highly dispersed vanadia species [11]. For the 

sample used here (0.7 V nm-2), no crystalline V2O5 was 

observed with visible Raman spectroscopy [10]. By com-

bining Raman spectroscopy, DR UV-Vis spectroscopy as 

well as X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) we recent-

ly demonstrated the strong increase in the dispersion of the 

supported vanadia species upon dehydration [4]. The 

changes in the dispersion are accompanied by distinct 

structural changes, i.e., changes in the vanadium coordina-

tion as well as the size of the vanadia aggregates. Detailed 

studies using transmission IR spectroscopy using NO as 

probe molecule revealed the presence of bridged nitrates 

implying the presence of dimeric/polymeric vanadia spe-

cies [12]. 

Fig. 2 shows the selectivity-conversion trajectories of 

V-SBA-15 as function of temperature. It can be seen, that 

the selectivity increases with temperature, indicating a 

weaker temperature dependence of oxidation of propene in 

comparison to propene formation by ODP, i.e. EA1,app > 

EA2,app. 

Fig. 3 shows an Arrhenius plot for the determination 

of the apparent activation energy of ODP from the initial 

rates of propane conversion. The calculated value of 90 kJ 

mol-1 can be used as an orientation for the subsequent de-

termination of the kinetic parameters for the complete reac-

tion network. 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig.2: Selectivity-Conversion dependence of ODP at different 

temperatures for a SBA-15 supported vanadia catalyst. 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3: Arrhenius plot for the determination of the activation energy 

of ODP. 

 

 

The reaction orders for the oxidative dehydrogena-

tion of propane were determined by a differential method 

studying the dependence of the initial rates on the individu-

al initial concentration of the reactants. The logarithmic 

form of eq. 10 yields eq. 12. 

 

 

       (12) 

 

 

with r0 the rate, k1,eff the effective rate constant, c0 the re-

spective reactant concentration, n the reaction order of 
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ODP with respect to propane and m the order for oxygen, 

respectively. The reaction orders for propane and oxygen 

were determined by plotting the logarithm of the initial rate 

versus the logarithm of the concentration of the correspond-

ing component. From the resulting slope the reaction orders 

were found to be 1 and 0 for propane and oxygen, respec-

tively (Fig. 4). 

 

 
Fig. 4: Determination of the reaction orders for propane (A) and 

oxygen (B) in the dehydrogenation step. 

 

 

The reaction orders of the consecutive reaction of 

propene and oxygen cannot be determined in terms of the 

particular partial reaction. This is because of propene being 

a stronger reducing agent than propane, resulting in a lower 

average oxidation state of the catalyst [24].  

In order to get more insight into the consecutive pro-

pene combustion reaction and its reaction orders an indirect 

method was used. This is done by considering the selectivi-

ty dependence on the conversion of ODP at different partial 

pressures of propane and oxygen, respectively. The pro-

pene selectivity dependence on the propane conversion 

indicates certain ratios of the reaction orders with respect to 

the reactants. If a change in the feed ratio of the substrates 

at the reactor inlet does not affect the selectivity towards 

propene, the consecutive reaction must be of an order of 

one and zero for propene and oxygen, respectively. If this is 

not the case, selectivity would vary strongly with the partial 

pressure of the reactant gas. For further allocation a simula-

tion of the propene selectivity with different reaction orders 

for propane, propene and oxygen is depicted in Fig. 5. 

Fig. 6 shows the measured selectivity-conversion tra-

jectories for different initial concentrations of propane and 

oxygen. It can be seen, that the propene selectivity is not 

affected by this variation. This leads to the conclusion that 

the reaction orders of the consecutive propene combustion 

are 1 and 0 for propene and oxygen, respectively, as shown 

by comparison with the simulation. 

 

 

 

Fig. 5: Simulation of Selectivity-Conversion trajectories for ODP 

at 450 °C, for different reaction orders of propene and oxygen, 

respectively, in case of variable inlet concentrations of propane and 

oxygen. (A) Reaction order of one for propene and zero for oxy-

gen, (B) reaction order of 0.5 for propene and zero for oxygen, (C) 

reaction order of 1 for propane and 0.5 for oxygen. Simulations 

were performed for 1 bar overall pressure and the partial pressures 

of the reactants chosen for the experiments. 
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Fig. 6: Experimental selectivity/conversion dependence for differ-

ent propane/oxygen ratios 

 

 

The experimentally determined reaction orders, discussed 

above, were subsequently implemented into the kinetic 

model for the reaction network, which consisted of a simple 

consecutive reaction of propane to propene and propene to 

carbon oxides and water, respectively. The respective equa-

tions are given in (10) and (11). The material balances for 

the stable compounds were fitted to of experimental data at 

five different temperatures (673K, 693K, 723K and 773K) 

and three different ratios of propane to oxygen (4:1, 2:1 and 

1:1). Fitting variables were the apparent activation energies 

for ODP as well as for propene combustion and the respec-

tive pre-exponential factors k1,eff and k2,eff. 

The pre-exponential factors, reaction orders and ap-

parent activation energies, determined by fitting the con-

centration profiles to the experimental data are depicted in 

table 1. 

 

Table 1: Kinetic parameters for ODP reaction network. 

 

 

 

 

Parity plots, shown in Fig. 7 indicate a good agree-

ment of experimentally determined data and concentrations 

predicted by the derived model. 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 7: Parity plots for simulated and experimental concentrations. 

(A) Propane, (B) Propene, (C) Oxygen. 

 

 

Fig. 8 shows the differential heats of propane adsorp-

tion at V-SBA-15 as well as at the pure SBA-15 support. 

For both materials similar adsorption enthalpies in the 

range of 40 kJ mol-1 were determined. 
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Fig.8: Differential heats of adsorption as a function of adsorbed 

propane for SBA-15 (pure support) and V-SBA-15. 

 

 

For the determination of the adsorption equilibrium 

constant, a Langmuir isotherm was fitted to a set of expe-

rimental data with variation of propane pressure. The re-

sults are depicted in Fig. 9. 

 

 

 

Fig. 9: Experimental data and simulation of the adsorption iso-

therm (Langmuir) of propane on V-SBA-15 at T= 313 K. 

 

 

As can be seen, the simulation is in very good accor-

dance with the experimental data. The parameters deter-

mined for the propane adsorption are given in Tab. 2. 

 

Table 2: Thermodynamic parameters determined for the propane 

adsorption on V-SBA-15. 

 

 

 

 

4. Discussion 

 

Initial selectivities of almost 100 % allow for the 

conclusion that ODP is described by a simple consecutive 

reaction in case of using SBA-15 supported vanadium cata-

lysts. The simplification of the reaction network leads to 

the chosen kinetic model described in equation (10) and 

(11). A further important aspect concerning selectivity is 

the observation that it strongly increases with temperature. 

This was already found in a previous study for various 

other supported vanadia catalysts [24]. Only if the activa-

tion energy of the oxidative dehydrogenation is higher than 

the activation energy of propene combustion, the rate of 

propene production increases more with temperature than 

the rate of the consecutive propene combustion, leading to 

a higher selectivity of the desired product. Therefore a low 

activation energy is expected for the propene combustion, 

which is also in agreement with the lower bond strength of 

the allylic C-H bond (~ 370 kJ mol-1) in propene compared 

to the stronger secondary C-H bond (~ 410 kJ mol-1) in 

propane (Fig. 10). Please note that the difference in the 

weakest C-H bond strength (40 kJ mol-1) corresponds ap-

proximately to the difference in activation energies of ODP 

and propene combustion (70 kJ mol-1) as calculated in this 

study.

 

 
 

Fig. 10: C-H bond strength in propane (left) and propene (right). 
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The reaction order of one for the propane dehydro-

genation indicates the participation of propane in the rate 

determining step, which was already proven by isotopic 

tracer experiments done by Chen et al. [26] for different 

supported catalysts. The order of zero for oxygen proves a 

fast reoxidation of the catalyst, which can also be found for 

other catalysts investigated in the literature [13, 25]. The 

reaction orders determined for the consecutive propene 

combustion of one for propene and zero for oxygen, respec-

tively, suggest a participation of propene in the rate deter-

mining step of the consecutive combustion. This may be 

explained by the similarity of the active C-H bond in both 

molecules. The good agreement of modelled and experi-

mental data in Figure 6 indicates that the assumptions made 

for the simplification of the reaction network are appropri-

ate. 

In order to calculate the real activation energies from 

the determined apparent activation energies the elementary 

steps of ODP and the heat of adsorption of propane at the 

catalystshave to be known. Based on isotopic tracer expe-

riments done by Chen et al. [26], the elementary steps for 

one propane conversion to propene are the following: 

 

1. Adsorption of propane on lattice oxygen: 

 

              (r1) 

 

2. C-H bond abstraction from adsorbed propane involving a 

neighbouring oxygen atom: 

 

   (r2) 

 

3. Desorption of propene 

 

       (r3) 

 

4. Formation of water under recombination of two neigh-

bouring hydroxyl groups and formation of reduced vana-

dium centers depicted as *: 

 

    (r4) 

 

5. Reoxidation of the catalyst with gas phase oxygen: 

 

    (r5) 

 

 

Their study revealed that the C-H bond abstraction of 

the secondary carbon atom in propane is the irreversible, 

rate determining step in ODP and the overall rate of pro-

pane consumption can be derived from equations (r1) - (r5) 

as a typical Mars-van-Krevelen rate law (eq. 13): 

 

 

     (13) 

 

 

 

where ki is the respective rate constant and Ki the respec-

tive equilibrium constant for each reaction step (r1) - (r5). 

As found by Argyle et al. [27] by in-situ-UV-Vis spectros-

copy, the reoxidation rate of the catalyst, described by k5 is 

about 105 times higher than the rate determining C-H bond 

abstraction, described by k2 and K1. Therefore eq. 13 simpl-

ifies to eq. 14: 

 

                                              (14) 

 

This rate law is equal to eq. 10 in case of a zero order 

reaction of oxygen as it was determined in the experiments. 

Therefore, the power law model, chosen for this study will 

result in the same kinetic describtion as a Mars-van-

Krevelen type model does. Because of the high reoxidation 

rate constant k5, the kinetic parameters K4 and k5 cannot be 

determined accurately from a Mars-van-Krevelen model. A 

variation in these parameters has almost no impact on the 

rate of propane consumption. The product of k2 and K1 may 

also be written as: 

 

 

(15) 

 

Thus, the measured apparent activation energy is the 

sum of the real activation energy of ODP and the heat of 

adsorption of propane on the active site. In order to calcu-

late the real activation energies of ODP, the heats of ad-

sorption of propane on V-SBA-15 were determined. The 

measured adsorption enthalpies indicate a weak interaction 

between propane and vanadium surface species. The above 

discussion leads to the conclusion that the real activation 

energy for ODP is approximately 140 kJ mol-1. 

Tab. 3 shows kinetic parameters determined by Gra-

bowski et al. [28] for a high loaded silica supported vana-

dium catalyst. The apparent activation energy of the ODP is 

much lower (70 kJ mol-1) than the values derived in this 

study (103 kJ mol-1). 

 

 

Table 3: Literature data for ODP on silica supported vanadia 

 

 

 

This fact may be attributed to the high vanadium 

loadings in the mentioned study, which lead to formation of 

V2O5 for which the activation energy is actually measured 

in such case. Furthermore, mass transfer limitations, which 

especially occur at high vanadium loadings, were eventual-

ly not excluded. This makes the calculated kinetic parame-

ters erroneous and leads to a lower activation energy for the 

ODP compared to the activation energy found in this study. 

The data, however also show, that the activation energy for 
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the propene combustion is lower than for ODP, as it was 

expected. Reaction orders were not determined in the study 

discussed above, because it was based on an Elay-Rideal 

mechanism, which implies a rate dependence according to 

the adsorption behaviour of the substrate. 

The experimentally determined apparent activation 

energies of the ODP are in good agreement with data de-

rived from DFT calculations shown in Tab. 4 [17]. Theoret-

ically determined values for the propene combustion could 

not be found. 

 

 

Table 4: Comparison of experimentally and theoretically deter-

mined apparent activation energies. aActivation energy corrected 

by the heat of adsorption (40 kJ mol-1). 

 

 

 

5. Conclusion 

 

The SBA-15 supported catalyst used for this study is 

an ideal model catalyst, because of its well investigated 

characteristics and the theoretically predictable reaction 

behavior. However, further preparative studies are neces-

sary to understand the difference between vanadium mo-

nomers and associated species. The reaction orders of one 

for the oxidative dehydrogenation step of propane and the 

consecutive propene combustion indicate similar reaction 

mechanism for the activation of the two substrates. Higher 

activation energies of propane dehydrogenation as com-

pared to the propene combustion indicate the participation 

of the weaker allylic C-H bond of propene in the rate de-

termining step of the propene combustion. In addition, this 

leads to higher propene selectivities at elevated reaction 

temperatures. A total oxidation of propane and propene 

with adsorbed molecular oxygen can be excluded, because 

in such case a higher reaction order for ODP and propene 

combustion would be expected. Zero reaction orders in 

case of oxygen indicate a fast catalyst reoxidation for ODP 

and propene combustion. The fast reoxidation also justifies 

a formal kinetic model approach as a reliable method for 

the determination of the apparent activation energies. For 

further investigations of the reoxidation reactions transient 

experiments need to be conducted. As shown by the calo-

rimetric experiments, the active vanadium sites have no 

influence on the adsorption behaviour of propane. The val-

ues of the heat of adsorption are in the expected range of 

heterogeneous reactions. 
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